
 
JOB DESCRIPTION 
Nursery Technician 

 
Tree Pittsburgh is an environmental non-profit organization dedicated to enhancing the City’s vitality by 
restoring and protecting the urban forest through tree maintenance, planting, education, and advocacy.   
 
The Heritage Nursery is a program of Tree Pittsburgh and promotes healthy forest ecosystems by collecting 
and growing seeds that thrive in our region’s climate. We partner with local environmental groups, 
contractors, designers and individuals to provide locally adapted trees for planting projects.  

 
Tree Pittsburgh is now hiring a Nursery Technician. This person will also assume the role of Team Leader 
for the seasonal nursery crew. With the support and guidance of the Nursery Director, duties and 
responsibilities will include: 

 
Horticulture, Plant Propagation, and Seed Collection: 
All plants in the nursery depend upon this position for survival, therefore a green thumb is a must. Primary 
job responsibilities include propagation of seeds and care of seedlings in greenhouse and poly-houses; 
irrigation management; integrated pest management; up-potting seedlings; and general maintenance of 
containerized trees including watering, fertilizing, pruning, staking, tagging, and pulling orders at 
procurement time. This position will also be primarily responsible for our seed program which collects and 
cultivates seeds from around the region to grow in our facilities. Responsibilities include seed collection, seed 
processing, and seed stratification and scarification. Diligent record keeping and data logging abilities are a 
must for this job. Nursery management requires ongoing inventory tracking, schedule keeping, maintenance 
of digital spreadsheets and documents and other tasks such as creating signs and labels for public sales, and 
tagging and labeling inventory with species information. NOTE: We recognize that the nature of this job is unique 
and some of the skills needed will require training. Tree Pittsburgh will provide training and guidance for specific areas of 
tree seed handling. 
 
Volunteer Coordination, Public Engagement, and Client Interaction: 
The nursery relies heavily on volunteers to achieve our mission. The Nursery Tech will be responsible for 
engaging with and managing nursery volunteers on a regular basis. This includes leading volunteer events 
and managing volunteers to safely complete tasks. The Nursery Tech will assume a team leader role for 
nursery crew, overseeing their day-to-day work and relaying tasks from the Nursery Director. All nursery staff 
will ultimately report to the Nursery Director as their supervisor. 
The Nursery Tech must positively and professionally represent Tree Pittsburgh including at public nursery 
sales, tree giveaways, tabling events, and when interacting with wholesale clients. They must be able to speak 
to Tree Pittsburgh’s mission effectively. 
 
Facilities Maintenance: 
The Nursery Tech is responsible for maintaining and improving the nursery facilities. This entails keeping the 
nursery facilities orderly and clean; organizing and inventorying tools and materials in storage areas; routine 
maintenance of nursery grounds, structures, and equipment; building out infrastructure such as irrigation, 
deer fencing, watering systems, greenhouse equipment; and construction of various nursery structures 
including hoop houses, sheds, shade structures, and potting areas. 
 



 
 

Specific Job Skills and Qualifications: 
 

 Experience with horticulture and plant propagation practices 
 Experience growing containerized plants 
 Hard-working and disciplined work ethic 
 Friendly, welcoming, and outgoing personality 
 Willingness to learn and contribute new ideas 
 Highly organized and detail oriented 
 Must be able to both work independently and as a part of a team 
 Work must be consistent and efficient 
 Ability to problem solve, take direction, and improve work methods 
 Computer proficiency and basic writing skills. Familiarity with MS Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and 

general database applications 
 Ability to speak to community members about the Heritage Nursery and Tree Pittsburgh 
 Carpentry and constructions skills a plus 
 Experience or willingness to learn driving a skid steer 
 Ability to drive a heavy-duty work truck (requires a valid Pennsylvania Driver’s license) 
 This position requires a flexible schedule to accommodate watering schedules, public sales, and 

volunteer programs. Availability on Saturdays and major Holidays from March through November 
required. 

 
Requirements: 
 
This job requires the ability to stoop, bend, twist, and crouch for up to 4 hours at a time; requires 
standing/walking for up to 8-10 hours; ability to work outside throughout the year in all weather conditions; 
ability to effectively operate power and manual work tools such as drills, saws, hammers, shovels, and rakes; 
the ability to lift and carry up to 50 pounds; and the ability to perform all duties consistently as described 
above. Work is normally performed during the day in the outdoors.  Instruction, training, and general 
supervision will be provided by the Nursery Director, however, the Nursery Tech will be expected to perform 
duties in a timely and proficient manner without close supervision. Extended hours may be required during 
peak season. Tree Pittsburgh is a tobacco free workplace and its use is strictly prohibited on Tree Pittsburgh 
premises.  

 

Compensation/Benefits:  
 
This is an hourly paid position with an average work schedule of 40 hours per week from March-December 
and the option for a flexible schedule in January and February. Pay starts at $16 per hour. Health and 
retirement benefits available. Applications will be considered immediately. Please e-mail resume with cover 
letter to info@treepittsburgh.org with the job title in the subject line.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Tree Pittsburgh is an equal opportunity employer and does not discriminate on the basis of race, religion, 

color, sex, age, non-disqualifying physical or mental disability, national origin, sexual orientation, or any other 
basis covered by federal law. 


